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withstand our apparatus, we shall not know the true nature of these
v01ces. '

But one thing stands out at this stage, viz. that voice quality
alternation is as important a language aspect here as alternation in
vowel quality or length or pitch, and that there should, be a means
of noting it, both in scientific works and, possibly, in everyday
orthography for natives in schools.

31. Dr Z. M. AREND (Poznan): The vowel-diaphonemes of Coptic.
It is the task of the science of historical phonology to describe

phonemes (strictly speaking diaphonemes), to trace lines of chrono—
logical continuance and to ascertain phonetic changes in the phonemes
described. The most interesting of these changes are those involving
the bifurcation of any one phoneme of a given language at an earlier
stage of its history into two phonemes existing at a later date, or,
Vice versa, the gradual convergence and eventual fusion of two
phonemes into one. Certain phenomena of the latter sort have
recently been observed and analysed in Ancient Egyptian and Coptic
by Prof. SMIESZEK, of the University of Warsaw. The results of his
researches into the phonematic distribution and redistribution of the
Egyptian and Coptic vowel-sounds are embodied in his work, Notes
on the Presumable Vowel System of Primitive Egyptian and its Coptic
Reflexes. Having had the honour of translating that work into
English, I have requested and obtained the author’s permission to
make his discoveries the subject of a paper to be read to the Second
International Congress of Bhonetic Sciences. The‘present paper is
duly authorized by Prof. SMIESZEK, and the phonological theory
outlined in it is developed more at length in his aforesaid work,
which is to be published shortly by the Polish Academy of Sciences.
My own contribution to this .paper does not extend beyond the
necessary work of abridging, summarizing, and presenting the subject-
matter in its phonetic aspect, including the use of the International
phonetic alphabet.

The vocalization of weakly stressed and unstressed syllables is
fairly simple. According to Prof. SMIESZEK’s theory of Egypto-
Semitic accentuation,,the accent was in those languages prominently
dynamic, expiratory. In every polysyllabic word of the parent
language the secondary stresses were separated from one another
and from the main stress by one unstressed syllable. Hence, in Pre-
Egyptian, the accentual scheme of a word of four syllables was like
this:

I \v \J \J u

Somewhat later the unstressed vowels dropped out. The vowels
bearing secondary stress in the Pre—Egyptian period became then
unstressed and were levelled under one neutral vowel—diaphoneme,
which appears in the two southern dialects of Coptic (S., or Sahidic,
and A., or Akhmimic) as a, and in the two northern dialects (B., or
Bohairic, and F., or Fayyumic) as 1, when final. The treatment of
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Pre-Egyptian weakly stressed and unstressed vowels is seen in- the
Pre-Egyptian feminine

*lnufrlratu “bona”
> *lnufrat
>S. nofre [l B. nofri (=nofra, min).

The history of the Egyptian and Coptic stressed vowels is much
more varied. When studying these vowels, we are handicapped at
the outset by the complete absence of vowel-symbols in the Egyptian
writing. It is only towards the end of its long history, in the Coptic
era, that the Egyptian language emerges in fully vocalized texts
written in the Greek alphabet. In his attempts, therefore, to ascer—
tain the more ancient stages of the chronological evolution of the
Egyptian vowel—phonemes, Prof. SMIESZEK had to fall back upon
records written outside Egypt. Such remnants are extant in the
fairly numerous Egyptian words occurring in Babylonian cuneiform
texts of the fourteenth century B.C., in Assyrian cuneiform texts of
the seventh century B.C., in the Hebrew Bible, and in the historical
literature of the Greeks. -

Taking for granted that Egyptian and Semitic are cognate lan-
guages, and that there must have been some prehistorical period
when both Parent Semitic and Pre-Egyptian branched off from a
common parent tongue, Prof. MIESZEK starts from the hypothetical
vowel—system of Parent Semitic. Comparative Semitic philology
assumes for the parent language a triangular vowel-system, like this:

*i(:) *u(x)
*a(X)

This is the vowel-scheme assigned by scholars to Parent Semitic,
and at the same time also to Pre-Egyptian. In the latter language,
however, two peculiar tendencies affecting the vowels of stressed
syllables made themselves felt at an early period, differentiating
the Egyptian and Semitic vowel—systems.

The first of these tendencies may be described‘as a trend towards
retracted tongue-position in the open vowel-phoneme *a(:), which
accordingly became *a(x), or, with open lip-rounding, *n(x).

The second peculiarity of the Egyptian vowel-system was a ten—
dency to make the short vowels more open than the corresponding
long ones, and, vice versa, the long Vowels closer than their short
counterparts.

Owing to the working of these tendencies, the triangular vowel-
scheme common to Parent Semitic and Pre-Egyptian was modified
in Egyptian as shown in the following diagram: ‘

*ix *u: ’
*1 *u

*9:
*a(*n)

The symmetry of the original phonematic scheme was now dis-
turbed, the back vowels being twice as numerous as the front vowels.
The language got rid of this superabundance of back VOWels by a
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consistent application of the aforesaid principle of lowering the
tongue position of short close vowels, and raising that of long open
ones. Both *1 and *0 underwent lowering till they became a and b
respectively; *3: was raised till it became ux. Thus two short vowel-
phonemes, *a and *u, were confounded in one, D; and two long
phonemes, *3: and *ux, fell together in one, ux.

According to this sound-law, then, the hypothetical *a and *o
of Pre-Egyptian (corresponding to Parent Semitic *a and *u) fell
together in Egyptian and Coptic I), and the hypothetical *0: and *ux
of Pre-Egyptian (corresponding to Parent Semitic *a1 and *ux) fell
together in Egyptian and Coptic ux.

‘ The discovery that Pre—Egyptian U (=Parent Semitic u) was
identified with Pre—Egyptian u (=parent Semitic a) in one phoneme
affords the clue to one of the mysteries of Coptic grammar, Viz. the
uniform vocalization of the qualitative, both where it corresponds
to the Semitic perfecturn passlm’ (type lqutila), and where it is
analogous to the Semitic intransitive perfect (type 'qatila). Thus the
Coptic passive S. 'potas=F. 'pat‘es “to be split” shows the same
vocalization as the intransitive S. 'Ioba ll B. 'J'obr=F. 'Iubr “to be
different”. The evolution of the former was *lputrlsawa>*potsaw
>*pnts>pntas (cf. lqutilawa>lquti1ax>'qu’cila). The latter under-
went the following evolution: *lj'abrljawa > *J'Dbjaw> *j'Dbbew> j'oba
(cf. 'qatilawa > lqatilax > lqatila).

In Coptic, therefore, the scheme of stressed vowel-diaphonemes
is quadrangular: ‘ ‘

ix ux
aa(x) D(x)

The open vowels are sometimes long owing to Compensatory length-
ening; this length is indicated in the spelling by doubling the vowel-
letter, e.g. S. joor I] F. jaar “river”.

None of the Coptic vowels is uniformly represented by one and
the same letter, not even in the same dialect. This spelling variety
renders it probable that each of the four diaphonemes ranged over

‘ the area of two neighbouring cardinal vowels, as is shown in the
following diagram:

A i u>
Co.ix \\ Co.ux

e o:

.\\ .
Co.ae(x) ’ \ Oo.n(x)

a a)

, For the close vowel—phonemes we find'l. or 'r), and on or 0), written
fairly indifferently in all the dialects. Dialectal differences appear
in the- spellings of the open diaphonemes. Coptic 2e is usually
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written a in A. F., and or in S. B., but the reverse is not infrequently
the case; n is normally represented by at in F., and by-o in S. B.
The A. dialect distinguishes two members of the n-phoneme, one
rounded at the word—end (written 0), the other unrounded in all
other positions (written 0:). Examples:

Eg. nfrt ”bona”=*nnfrat>S. nofre, A. nafre, F. nabre, B. nofrt'.
.Eg. pr—SP “Pharaoh” (literally ”Great House”)=*pher|‘in?>

S. 91%: (alto), A. ar'ro (91m), F. ar'ra, B. o'ro (with loss of initial p-
due to non—phonetic causes).

32. Mr A. C. LAWRENSON (Prague): Some observations on the
phonology of the English vowels.

The English vowel-system contains twenty vowels and diphthongs.
They have usually been divided into groups as follows:

Five so-called long vowels: ix ux ax ax 3:.
Seven so—called short vowels: 1 u a n as A a.
Five :- and u-diphthongs: er 00 ar an or.
Three centring diphthongs: 19 ea 09.

It must be added that the vowels ix and ux are realized by the
majority of the younger generation as the narrow diphthongs 1i and
uu; this diphthongization is particularly common when the sounds
stand in final position.

If we wish to work out the phonological system or pattern of these
vowels and diphthongs, the first question which we must put to
ourselves is this: Are the diphthongs phonological units, or groups
of two vowels? I do not propose to spend much time on this point.
Dr JOSEF VACHEK has dealt admirably with this problem in his
essay Uber olle phonologische Interpretation der Diphthonge, rm't
besonderer Berfickslchtlgnng ales Engllschen. Having set up the cate-
gories of monophonemic Bewegnngsdlphthonge and biphonemic Stel—
lnngsdiphthonge, he proves, to my mind conclusively, that ex, on,
at, an belong to the former category, and 19, ea, 09 to the latter.
Unfortunately, Dr VACHEK has left the diphthong or outside the
system. His grounds for so doing appear to be that or occurs almost
exclusively in words of foreign origin, that there is much less varia-
tion in the tongue-position of the starting—point of this diphthong
than there is in the cases of e1, 00, at, an, and that it alternates with
no other vowel in the English system. I do not think, however, that
the first-two of these lobjections are valid. Words like this, @0111,
paint, to: are not felt by the ordinary speaker of English to differ
in any way from words of native origin. Secondly, there is a certain
amount of variation in the starting—point of this diphthong; it is
sometimes realized as m, and sometimes as 01. Also, in the normal
SouthernEnglishpronunciation, it is impossible to identify the starting-
point of the diphthong either with ox or with n. The third objection
must be admitted; but I do not think that it alone is sufficient to
justify the omission of or from the English vowel—system. Finally,
Dr VACHEK mentions in support of his theory that a: and au are
monophonemic, the fact that when they are followed by a, forming
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